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1. She . . . love playing with butterflies in her 
childhood.                                                                                  
A. would         B. used to                                                         
C. could          D. had better 
 
2. It was recommended that you ....on time for 
the meeting! 
A) are        B) be 
C) to be     D) would be 
 
3. I ...that he will bring us good news. 
A) wish       B) want 
C) hope      D) suggest 
 
4. The articles he wrote were not considered to 
be... to be published, so they were rejected by 
the magazine. 
A better than 
B too well 
C so well 
D good enough 
 
5.You might be able to get their flat if u are 
lucky. They are ....of giving it up 
A beside the point 
B to the point 
C on the point  
D in the point 
 
6. You might be able to get their flat if u are 
lucky. They are ....of giving it up 
A beside the point 
B to the point 
C on the point  
D in the point 
 
7. I'd rather you....anything about it for the time 
being. 
A don't do 
B didn't do 
C won't do 
D not to do 
 
8 .   .....problems arose during the conference 
that by the end of it, the organisers were 
exhausted trying to put them in order. 
A such a lot 
B so many 
C the most  
D too much 
 
9. The roof of our office building has to be 
repaired before we get caught in....rainstorm 
A other 
B another 

C the others 
D the other 
 
10. The roof of our office building has to be 
repaired before we get caught in....rainstorm 
A other 
B another 
C the others 
D the other 
 
11. This day , long ......  you were born , was 
Jane's wedding day  
A why 
B enough 
C before  
Since 
 
12. You can stay in this country ...... you want to  
A as long as  
B as soon as 
C such as 
D as if 


